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Tuesday, February 18, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Campus Briefs
Sorority Initia~es

Teacher Screening

Fourteen UNM coeds were initiated into the Phi Delta Chapter
of Delta Delta Delta after a week
of activities held in their honor.
Delta week activities included a
family tree night and big sisterIiW.e sister day. The initiation
took place Feb. 14-15.

Screening sessions for students
wishing to be admitted to teacher
education programs will be held
Tuesday, March 25 at 6:30 p.m.
and Saturday, March 1, at 12:30
p.m. in the Kiva.
Applications are available in the
dean's office in the College of Education.
Admission requirements are a
2.0 over-all average, or 2.0 on the
last 26 hours for University College students.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer School, a
fully accredited University of Arizona
program, conducted in cooperation
with professors from Stanford University. University of California, and
Guadalajara, will offer June 30 to August 9, art, folklore, geography, history. language, and literature courses.
Tuition. board, and room Is $290.
Write Prof. Juan B. Rael, P.O. Box
7227, Stanford, California 94305.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

BUTIERFI ELD . . . your personal service jeweler

We CANNOT Tell a LIE!
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(} OUR
DIAMONDS
are
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REPUTATION
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Calling U
Tuesday, Feb. 18
Student Education Association Meeting-;
••If These Were Your Children/' a film
provided by Metrapolltan Life; 7:30 p.m.;
room 250 A-B; Union.
Zimmerman Library Motorcycle and
Timing Association meeting: 7:30 p.m.;
room 260-B in the Union. Discussion of
weekly runs and electi9n of officers.
Fashion ahow; Union BaUroom; 7_: 30
p.m.
Stoekton, Calif.; unified school diBtriet,
placement interviews; l'iacement Center.
Wedneodny, Feb. 19
SDS meeting: plan what to do about
Dow Chemical Co. recruitment scheduled
for Feb. 27.. 28, 8 p.m., Union.
"Man About Cam.puo" interview with
Frank Mancinni, Ski Club; on KUNM at
2:20 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. ·
Placement interviews; Roswell board of
education; Placement Center.
Thursday, Feb. 20
Women's Rights Forum; Kiva.
Friday, Feb. 21
"Man About Campus' interview with
Robert Snieder, KUNM; on KUNM at
2 :20 p.m. and 9 :40 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 22
UNM Chamber Orehestra performance;
8:15 p.m.; Fine Arts Recital HalL
Faculty Women's Club bridge benefit
for needy students: Union Ballroom; 1:30
p.m.
Chilili Community Center benefit dance;
Newman Center; 8 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 23
UNM NROTC Clippers; spring rush
party from 2-4 p.m.; all interesred women
undergraduates at UNM nre invired to
attend.
Monday, Feb. 24
••Man About Campus interview with
Paula Fielding, Town Club; on KUNM at
2 :20 p.m. and 9 :40 p.m.
Broadway play "The Apple ~"; Popejay Hall: 8 :15 p.m.

•• Announce[llents by the UNM community will be
accepted at The Lobo office. a 24-hour deadline is in
effect.

Rqbert Young, Student Bar Association;
on KUNM at 2:20 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Saturday, March 1
.Teacher education screening; 12 :30 p.m.;
K1va.
Slinday, March 2
Annual Recital by Joanna de Keyser n.nd
George Robert; cello and piano; 8:15 p.m.;
Fine Arts Recital Hall.
•
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Monday, March 3
"Man About Campus' interview with
Manuel Wright, National Student Association; on KUNM at 2:20 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.
Wednesday, March 5
4 'Man
About Campus' interview with
David Pearman,. Young Democrats; on
KUNM at 2 :80 p,m. and 9:40 p.m.
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247-4406

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

Homecoming Deficit
Disclosed in Meeting

YOU SEND US
$3
WE'LL SEND YOU

By STEVE HALLAM
The Student Finance Committee will start investigating campus organizations in" March due
to evidence that Associated Students' funds have been misused.
They also voted on bills concerning allocation of :funds for
the Free University and electrical
engineering trophies.
Joe Fiorillo, chairman o;f the
1968-69 Homecoming committee,
was asked to ~be meeting to explain the $500 deficit in the
Iiomeeomjng budget.
Not Given Budget
Fiorillo said that he was not
presented with a budget when he
took the chairmanship of Homecoming committee, so he had no
guidelines.
He said that some services were
overcharged and bills charged
"without his knowledge.''
Fiorillo said it was possible
for someone to charge something
to the Homecoming committee
without his knowledge, and the
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Placement interviews, Pomona, Calif.,
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unified school district; Placement Center.
'l'uesday, Feb. 25
UNM NROTC CUppera spring rllllh
party from 3:30-4:30 p.m.: all interested
women undegraduates at UNM arc invired
to attend.
Violin and harpsichord concert by Sonya
Monosoff and James Weaver .in the UNM
Recital Hall: 8:15.
Broadway Play, "The Apple Tree";
Popejoy Hall; 8 :15 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 26
"Man About Cnmpus' interview with
Coleman Travelstead, Circle K: on KUNM
at 2:20 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Placement interviews, Santa Marin,
Calif,, Joint Union high school district;
Placement Center.
Friday, Feb. 28
"Man About Campll!l' interview with

3 reasons to shop here . • .
the diamgnd scope . • . a
selection of fine stones . •
the personal service
of a certified gemologist!

·---------------------

106153

YOUTH IDENTifiCATION ·CARD
NAMI~----------------------AG.~E____

committee would still be liable
for the debt.
He said the expected $100 bill
for use of the Concert Hall during Homecoming turned out to be
$325. A "verbal contract" bound
the committee to their previous
arrangement after they had second thoughts about their financial
limitations.
Mendes Appearance
~e Sergio Mendes appearance
was overshadowed by the Cream
concert a week before, he said
and thus did not aarn as expected.
The Lobo failed to give the expected publicity of the Homecoming activities, Fiorillo said.
"There is no central person in
charge of finances, and this
causes a lack of organization,"
said Fiorillo.
He said this is standard for any
arrangement made with the Union
Business office.
.A. possible solution, -said Fiorillo, would be a position, separate
from the Business Office, that
would handle such problems.

'·
Senator Steve Van Dresser said
that if this was true, embezzlement could have taken place.
Fiorillo agreed.
Deficit Less
Mike Cortney, chairman of the
finance committee, -said that the
1968-69 deficit was less than it
had been in the past.
Cortney said there is less
money in reserve now than there
had been at this time last year,
due to an increasing number of
requests for allocations. He said
there are still some charges left
unpaid from last semester.
Van Dresser said that from
between $1100 to $1200 more than
was in the reserve fund was spent
last semester.
Ken Balizer, of the Free University, asked for an allocation of
$110 to defray costs of the Free
University catalogue and mailing services.
~
After discussion citing the
failure of the Free University
last year, Balizer said that enrollment this year is currently at
200 and it is increasing at a rate
of five applicants per day.
The bill received a "do pass"
recommendation.
A bill requesting $20 for a
trophy for electrical engineering
projects also received a "do pass"
recommendation.
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Lobo photo by Tony Louderbough

"Coed" Dog

HEIGHT______ WT_____ COLOR EYES•------

STUDENT CREDIT ... talk to Bernie, Don, Bill!
2312 Central SE
opposite POPEJOY HALL

Country Barn
Special

.

Every Tues. 9 AM-12 PM
Deep Fried

FISH SANDWICH

Only 19c
Eat in our large dining room or take it home

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

Wballo
doaboul
a drained
brain.

Nothing drains a brain like
cramming.
Somehow the more you try
to remember the more you seem
to forget.
So start by remembering one thing.
Remember NoDoz8 • And NoDoz will
help you remember the rest.
NoDoz has the strongest stimulant you
can buy without a prescription. And
it's not habit forming.
time you feel
a rlrcoln<•rl brain
take a couple
get
your mind.

WANT ADS
EMPLOYMENT ·
WORK for the Univernity of New Mexico
Student Publications bwlneso stuff. OpJ)ortunity includes copywriting, advertising make--up, and sales. Houru easily nd ..
iusred to fit studies schedule. Commissions
available. Check with the bwiness staff,
Journalism Bldg., Room 169 or cnll 2774002.
FOR SALE
1959 PORCHE 1600S; c:oup; AM-FM; radials; rebuilt engine; olean: $1160 or offer;
255-4256 n!ter 8 p.m.
LOST&FOUND
LOST: Brown billtold, ncar Arena. Heaven wlll reward you and so will I. Ask
!or George, 243-4118, or Lobo office.
LOST JAN, DALMATION DOG REWARD, G09'h Buena Vista N.E. Reward too, !or information. Lost Fri.
night. Jean Johnson.
PERSONALS
NEEDED: 3 girls to share house, near
UNM. Call 265-4986.
BIKE FREAKB-ZLM & TA meets Toes.
Feb. 18, 'I :30 to discus:! motorcycle tun
to Grand Canyon over Elll!ter. Rm.
250-B, SUB.
ARTISTS AND WRITERS. THUNDERBffiD needs your work. Deadline Feb. 28.
Dring to rm. 158, J()umalism Bldg. Staff
al110 needed.
RIDE WANTED. Graduate stodent needa
ride from Santa Fe to UNM Tuesdays
and Thursdays. MD!!t be in time for 9:00
a.m. class and return after 4 :30 claM.
Please contact Mrs. Cooke, Santa. Fe
982-1738.
SERVlCES
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE wants
babysitting In my home. Time open.
UNM HoUlling, 1920 Lomas NE No. 17,
or enD 247-4556 after 6.

COLOR HAIR;________ EXP. DATe__________
ISSUED BY.___________________________

Feeling rather like an imprisoned coed, this canine peers from behind an
enclosing barrier, hopeful that dorm
keys will be issued soon.

Tuilion, Voting Age

CARD HOLDER'S SIGNATUR.~----------------

-

We'll send you a youth fare
card. It's good for 1/3 off on the
regular air-fare. On any flight.
On any day. In the U.S. And
always with confirmed reservations.
By the way, our I. D. card is
accepted by most other airlines.
And it's valid for one year. So
you can use it all over the
country.
You can get your youth fare
card just by filling in the one
above. And mailing it to P. 0.
Box 60188, Houston, Tex. 77060.
(Or you can pick up an applicationatany'ITA ticketcounter.)
One other thing. Don't forget
the $3. It's worth a 1/3 off.
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Topic ot Meeting
By GAY COOK

i7l'a'
Photo by Duane Hall
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"When you deal with the intelligence of the average policeman yon
must be very careful. Jllayor Daley was not.''--Jimmy Breslin.

Daley's Chicago

'

. ''

In Response To Daley Movie

ACLU Showing Chicago Film
: \

"The Seasons Change," a one
hou.r response to tl1e city of Chicago film, wi11 be shown today at
3:30p.m., 6:45 p.m., and possibly
9:30 tonight in the Union Theater.
The film is being sponsored by
the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), and admission is 25
cents per person.
"The Seasons Change" has
been produced by an independent
film maker, Documentary Interlock, Inc., at the request of the
ACLU, the Na.tionnl Mobilization

Committee to End the War in Viet
Nam, and the Youth International
Party.
The first 45 minutes are presented by the .A.CLU and the National Mobilization Committee "in
the interests of a ntore complete
public understanding of events
surrounding the Democratic Na•
tiona! Convention," said an ACLU
press release. "This segment features the eye-witness accounts o:t'
people who were there; views

which certainly balance and sometim cs contradict the official city of
Chicago version."
The final 15 minutes are presented by the Youth International
Party as their interpretation of
the meaning of Chicago.
The accompanying photo by Du·
ane Hall for the Chicago Sun
Tim~s, was used with permission
from the: American Civil Liberties
Union publication, "Law and Disorder."

Tuition and lowering the voting age to 18 were main
topics of discussion at an ASUNM Student Lobby meeting
last night.
Stuart Licht, student lobby chairman, said "The per capita income in New Mexico is such that if resident tuition
were raised it would categorically eliminate certain segments
of the population." He added that raising resident tuition
would also result in "economic and racial discrimination."
High Tuition
Statistics provided by committee member David Lich~
show that resident tuition at UNM is 16.67 per cent above
the national average for state schools.
David Licht said that statistically, non-resident tuition at
UNM is 16.02 per cent above the national average for state
schools. "Non-residents currently pay $1050 in tuition and
fees and the state subsidizes non-resident students to the
extent of $245 per year. Ever science 1965 there has been a
steady decrease in non-resident undergraduates at UNM,"
said Licht.
Budget Review
Stuart l.,icht said that the Joint Finance Committee in
Santa Fe has heard testimony from the Board of Educational Finance, and as soon as they finish hearing testimony
from other branches they will review the budgets for institutions of higher education and decide whether or not a tuition
increase is forthcoming.
n•
Student Lobby members are currently in the process of&'
writing and printing pamphlets on tuition and voting to augment their activities in Santa Fe. Pamphlets will 'be distributed to the state representatives and senators.
"Do Pass"
Stuart Licht said that the joint resolution to lower the
voting age to 18 received a "do pass 11 from the Public Affa!rs
Committee chaired by Sen. Sterling Blac}{. The resolution
is presently in the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Individual student lobbyists go to Santa Fe a number of
times each week "in an effort to stay in contact with issues
relevant to the UNM and the student body," said Stuart
Licht. "We stay in close contact with legislators sponsoring
the voting age bills and with members of the Joint Finance
Committee who will effect tuition."
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ROBERT BURTON

WAYNE CJDDJO

Editor

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

The New Mel<ico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Uoiversity yell< by the Board of Studettt Publications of the A:1sociaterl Students of
the University of N,,.,._. Mel<ico, and is not
financially assQCiated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
doss ppstage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed Pn the editorial
pages of The lobo are ihase of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily r!>presents tho views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity of New Mexico.
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Trouble

over long distances that would not otherwise be possible because of the long hours
required for bus travel.
Of course the youth fares discriminate
in a way against adult travelers. However,
discrimination for cause of age is neither
against the law nor uncommon in the United States. Those under 21 in most states
cannot vote, and those under 62 cannot
receive Social Security retirement benefits.
One must be 25 to serve in the House of
Representatives, 30 to be a Senator, and 35
to be President of the United States.
The important role of the bus companies
in the CAB's decision {they filed a suit to
force the CAB to hear their complaint)
makes it all the more important to ask the
question, how can filling otherwise empty
seats with young persons at a reduced rate
discriminate against adult passengers unduly? It is only the bus companies that are
discriminated against.
Students are not without recourse in
this affair. Both the CAB and this district's New Mexico Congressman, Manuel
Lujan, should be infonned by letter or telegram of student opposition to elimination
of half-fare rates.
But time may be running out. Write to
them before you have to spend your next
vacation on a bus.
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Evaluation?

whlch one section was apparently
not applicable, and tbe "average"
listed is 4.8 or 0.5 point below the
lowest of any section. Incidentally, this is correct if all the unanswered questions are counted .as
0. & the lowest possible score for
"very poor" on any question was
1, it is clear that such a. practice
concerning no responses introduces a severe bias. Courses for
which all students do not find all
questions applicable are automatically ruled out as candidates for
high general scores. A simple correction for this one point for the
course already mentioned would
have :raised the average score by
almost one point or from fairly
close to tbe lowest score to a
score at least approaching the
mean for all courses evs.luated.
But is this practice foilowed
consequently (as indicated in the
Lobo editorial) ? Certainly not. If
you look at Biology 491 you will
see that the same practice as :followed for English 432 would have
led to an average of 6.5, or if the
suggested correction were made,
the score would be 7.1, while the
1>ne listed is '7.7 (and this is maintained to b!l the average of five
scores ranging from 5.1 to 7.9,
with only the last one above '1.'7).
If you try tO apply the same procedure to some of the music
courses, the results will be even
more incredible. But let us instead turn to history where another point may be illustrated
simultaneously; History 542 . has
received 1;1n average score of 6.1
(with a range from 1.5-7.6) and
one section unanswered. Follow·
ing the same practice as for the
.first course mentioned, the score
would seem to be about 5.5, and
-with correction, about 6. But now

•

•,

"This is an emergency! We need the table!"

weather informatio11 and airplane tors. H. Lee Porter, semort 1. • ~ d
a be reached at 242- in Community College as a reguperformance by timing the legs of structor and vet~ran 8tra egJc
oo y c n
lar faculty member. The course
an actual cross-country flight.
Air Co~man~ pll~~OOha; t~O~ 8l~~e Jennings vice-president of involves theory and procedures of
The bomb drop event invo}~es hour~ flymg ~~m~ 52' o w IC
th
lab held' a free ground- flying in zero visibility by referhitting a spot on the ground WJth be pJc.ked up m - s.
.
~oo~ r.~urse in the Union last ence to instruments.
a water bomb.
The club has access to at lea~t sc
te. ·n preparation for the
For a demonstration flight or
The precision landings event four airplanes for the compett- se~~s n r e~am for some of the to join the UNM Flying Lobos,
involves perfect wind and drift tion. A favorite among the mem- ~b': student--pilots.
call L. J. Fillman, president, at
allowance combined with ap- bers is a new C~sna 1'72, recen~ly
This semester be is holding a 243-6369.
proach and flare-out pro~edures. purchased by D1amo!ld M Av!ayet been named.
b
The pilot must land precisely on tion, the company wh1ch offers 1ts
The competition, sponsored Y a marked spot on the runway.
facilities at the Albuquerque Sun~G,;\
KOPY- KORNER
the National Inter-Collegiate Flyport to the club. The canary-yel93 Membem
/
~o~' ..-..t> ""
ing Association, will include a
The club has 93 members, 38 low 1969 aircraf.t has a 1_50 horse~/
\6"(1'for UNM Stt~dents only
•
cross-country event, which will
nd
in
applying
licensed
pilots
and
six
instrucpower
Lycommg
engme,
a
.lot's
skill
~
b.Q
c.O~
For
The$eS:
100%
CoHon
Fibre-Cockle
(as
J{equu·ed)
test the Pl
'
cruises at 136 mph.
...XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum
,...--~---··--,.-'7"~-___,.~,___,.:--~·:--·~--....,.....--:----~;--:---:-7=-.---:-:-...,............,..,.-;-:-::j
Also available is a Cessna 182
Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold
"
.
with a 230 horse-power Continen.-0 .
tal engine, and two Cessna !50's.
The club expects to acquire a
Cessna Super 150, an airplane the
size of a regular 150, but with the
engine horse-power of a Cessna
172. It is capable of cruising at
150 mph.
The UNMFL, formed last fall,
has licensed 12 students i.n one
semester and includes pilots
with ratings ranging from student-pilot to . airli!le-transp~rt
pilot with multl-engme and mstrument ratings.
Many members Jive out-of-state
and find the club ideal when flyL. J. Fillmon, president, makes a pe~ ing home on weekends and holifect full-flap landing in o11e of the club s days. L. J. Fillmon, president of
Flying Lobos
Cessna 150's.
the club said he has flown to the
Grand Canyon on a weekend trip
floor vowder room at Dayton's for about the same amount. as it
Newborn Paper?
department store.
.
costs to drive there.
NEW HAVEN, CONN. (UP!)
She said she heard runnmg
-A New Haven resident walked feet and looked up to find the
Weekend Trips
out on his front porch to pick up purse, containing her $6,300 life
Other members often go to
the Sunday paper and found a savings, had been stolen.
Juarez El Paso, or other favornewborn baby.
ite sp;ts on weekends. With pasNurses at St. Raphael Hossengers contributing, flights often
Federal
Aid
p ital where the abandoned inare cheaper than drives to the
A
$10
billion
increase
in
fedfant 'was taken, named h"1m "bb
a y eral aid to higher education by same places. Woody Garrett, secboy X.''
1977 is proposed in a bill spon- retary-treasurer :for the club, is
sored by Rep. John Brademas :Planning a trip to Me;cico in ~he
Purse Stolen
(D-Ind.) and Ogden R. Reid (R- new Cessna 172 durmg sprmg
NY). The bill would broaden break, and is seeking people to
ST. PAUL, MINN. (UPI) Mrs. Ethyl Woulfe told police present student aid programs and
Saturday that she hung h.er purse make more money available for
in a toilet cubicle in a fourth construction.

Dy ART THOMAS
The UNM F 1 Y i n g Lobo s
(UNMFL), a club that provides
inexpensive flying for student pilots and members, plans to meet
other Western Athletic Conference colleges in cross-country flying competition this spring.
No definite date or site has
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Three Events Scheduled

I

Travel at half-fare for students has become so commonplace that for many it is
now taken for granted. It is about to be
taken away.
Civil Aeronautics Board Examiner ArthurS. Present has released a decision calling for elimination of airline youth fare,
calling it "discriminatory to adult, full-fare
passengers." If the full, :five-member
board upholds the ruling, youth fares will
be abolished within 30 days.
Youth fares have been a source of cheap
- i f not always ·easy or convenient--transport for college students since their inception three years ago. Present charges that
~the measure discriminates against passengers over 22 years of age. The people who
:filed the complaint with the CAB, however,
are not adult air passengers who feel discriminated against. The plaintiff to whom
Present is responding is a representative
of the nation's bus companies, whose fares
in many cases exceed half-price plane fares
to many points.
Not many adult passengers are willing to
put up with the discrimination against
half-fare passengers-there is no guarantee of a seat or of transportation, and interminable delays await the youth-fare
traveler; Additionally, half-fare rates provide transportation services to military
...men, in many cases enabling trips home

By ODD T. GRANDE
The intention behind student
evaluation of teachers, or preferably of counes, is one that deserves strong support. Now that
the results from the evaluation at
UNM in December 1968 bave
been published, it may however be
<a good time to attempt an evaluation of the evaluation and to encourage a discussion of possible
improvements for the future. The
critical points below mre intended
to be a contribution to such a discussion.
In the first place, ~ -~ questionnaire itself seems to
in need of
a thorough overhaul ~a order to
meet minimnm requk~ments for
an evaluation that i~ "objective
and does not incluu:o subjective
bias," as is claimed in Mr. Dines'
preface to the report. As work is
1
underway to achievt> such improvements, I shall n<< r;o into de..1
tail here. Neither will it be possible here to go more deeply into
'.
method·.ological prob1P'::s concern!
ing cl.assificaticn of responses and
~:
interpretation of data.
.,..~~ "'(,)" What seems most necessary
right away is however to comment
upon the presentation of data, in~
cluding the "seeming discrepancy"
that is called to attention. in the
:Lobo's editorial February 3. When
the evaluatio11 was launched, it
was ittdicatetl that the report
might serve as a guide for stu~
dents in their ~ction of ct>urses.
Although this may well be one objective of coni"l!e · evahmtion. -it
seems as if the. present report is
unsuited and misleading :for .Bilch
a purpose. Let me quote a few
examples.
In Engli11h there is a course
(432) which reeei-ved scores from
5.8-6.4 in five seetioil8, but for

'i
~\
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Half-Fare Travel Is
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a sneaking suspicion comes up.
What about the score of 1.5 for
section exams in a graduate seminar! Without further details on
the objectionable torture to which
students in this course must be
subject (comparable only to .A:r~hitecture 301 which scored 1.3 on
exams), it is of course risky to
launch an explanation, but what
about the possibility that there
may be no exams in the seminar
and that therefore many students
found many questions in this section not applicable? If this should
be the case, it would probably
have been more correct to leave
this section out of the computation of an average, in which case
the average score would have
been 7, a figure that might have
projected a different impression
of the course to registering students.
But hopefully, it may be agreed
that the most important objective
of the evaluation is to contribute
to the improvement of teaching
and with this purpose in mind, I
turned closer to home to sociology
where the practice of not admin~
istering any closed book exams or
objective tests in a graduate sem•
inar (506) apparently bas been
the subject of the students' disapproval, as the score here is 4.7
while the other sections range
from 6.7 to 8. The average :for
this course is listed as 6.3, while
the practice most commonly followed would ~reem to lead to something like 6.8, and if the suspicion_
mentioned under hiatory should
happen to be applicable for exams, a corresponding correction
woUld lead to the addition of
about another half point to the
average~

(Continued tomorrow)

I
The Intellectual Community

1t

l
li

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
needs
College graduates majoring in General, Civil,
Electronic,· Electrical, Nuclear P«;Jwer, M~
chanical (Marine), and Aeronautical Engineering and Naval Architecture .
Starling salaries range from $8,574 to $13,29! per
annum depending on education and/or expenence.
Salarie~ include 15% cost-of-living allowance.
Benefits include transportation to Hawaii, regular salal)'
.
es liberal health insurance and retirement plans.
.ncreas •
.
.. .
d a rned
These are career Civil Service pOSitions an
re I
on an Equal Opportunity basis.

"'It is my duty, Commander Bucher, to inform you
that what you say can be used against US!"

· Recruiters will be on campus on

MONDAY, MAR. 3.
Contact the

by Coaratl

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Placement Office for an appointment

A letter without Zip Code
may require 5 more sorting operations
-and slows up the mail!
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Newly Formed Judicial Board

Its purpose is stated in the bill
as "reviewing the function, jurisdiction, composition, and operating procedures of the judicial and
disciplinary boards of the Associated Students, with the purpose
of establishing a more uniform,

Western Test Range, Vandenberg AFB, California
World's busiest missile & space center
All phases of aerospace technology
Missile Testing
Research
Development
& Space Exploration
CAREER INTERVIEWS Feb. 26, 1969

fair, and non-discriminatory system."
The permanent members of the
committee are Ron Segel, chief
justice of the student court; Tom
Greenhut, chairman of student
standards; Vivian Bandoni, chairman of A WS judicial board; Manny Wright and Les Bowles, two
students who have appeared before judicial boards; Dana Jones,
a member of a lower judicial
board;· Ernie Romero, ASUNM
attorney general, and Tom Derryberry and Mary Anderson, ASUNM senators. Bill Pickens is acting as chairman.
An invitation has been extended to all members of the student
body who may have an interest
in or opinion of the current UNM
judicial system.

----------

Aerospace -Electronic/Electrical- Mechanical

* PHYSICISTS

*
*
*
*

gifts that are
a little different

Courses Still Available
Several courses in the New
Mexico Free University (NMFU)
are still open,
Ken Balizer said that any interested persons are urged to attend the first class meeting or call
the class instructor.
'l'he courses open are:
• What me worry? CalculusKurt Fiedler - (no homework).
First meeting is Thursday, February 27, at 4:30 p.m. in the
Union, room 231-C.
Stuart
• Science Fiction

n..e well-known University chapel sits
waiting for campus couples to say ''I do,''
during springtime ceremonies.

UNMChapel

Lobo
Book Prize

Bdha u'lldh
1

Generous Retirement
Equal Opportunity Employer, Mole or Female
Serve Your Country in a "Critical Skills" Occupation

"Tell the rich of the midnight
sighing of the poor''

You

Jose Z. Garcia Jr. and Mrs.
Sheila Tesar, are recipients of the
:Miguel Jorrin book pr..ze for
1968-69.
The award, honoring the late
director of the Division of InterAmerican Affairs at UNM, concerns books recently published in
the field of inter-American affairs.
It is awarded to graduate students in that field who have the
best academic record in their first
semester of graduate study.

Annual Recital

Are

Miss Joanna de Keyser, assistant professor of cello at UNM,
will present her annual recital
Sunday, March 2, in collaboration
with George Robert, pianist.
The program, at 8:15 p.m. in
the UNM Recital Hall, will be a

Invited
To A

AsH. WEDNESDAY
SERVICES

12:30
5:30
8:00
Canterbury Chapcl
450 Ash NE

Three courses in art education
for the elementary teacher will
be offered during the UNM summer session.
Dr. Alexander Masley, chairman of the depal'i;meni)of art education, said the courses are intended for elementary teachers
who teach art in the classroom
and could profit from extra instruction in materials and methods.
'l'he first, "creative art in the
elementary school," will be an
introductory experience in art education. The second, a "painting
in the classroom" workshop relates the painting experience to
the elementary classroom. And
the third, a "printmaking in the
classroom" workshop, will give a
student experience in various
methods of printmaking.
The classes will be held from
June 6 through July 25 and carry
credit.
(J

music scholarship event. Admission will be $1.00. Students may
attend free.

J'...llaBach Program
Violinist Sonya Monosoff and
harpsichordist James Weaver will
present an all-Bach program
Tuesday, Feb. 25, at 8:15 p.m. in
Fine Arts Recital Hall.
For the Albuquerque performance, Miss Monosoff will use a
violin and bow from the collection
of the Division of Musical Instruments, Smithsonian Institute. The
violin was made in London in
1759 by John Marshall. The how
was made in London by Dodd in
the mid to late 18th centry.
Weaver and Miss Monosoff recently recorded the sonatas which
they will perform here, using the
Marshall violin and a harpsichord
in the Smithsonian collection.
Both are members of the newlyformed touring group, the Smithsonian Chamber Ensemble.
Adlnission will be by subscription or wm be $2.50 for adults,
and $1.50 for sturents.

Professor Asks
Credit Card Use

William ·Wei~htantel, an associate professor of architecture at
UNM, proposed the use of "credit
cards" as a means of improving
operation of the Model Citie3 p~
gram.
Model Cities is a federally-assisted progi_;lm now 'hi the planning stage in Albuquerque and selected cities throughout the U.S.
In the J an~ary issue of the
Journal of the American Institute
of Planners, W eismantel says that
the credit card system would regulate the distribution of benefits
at the same time that it controls
costs.
Under Weismantel's proposal,
residents of a model cities area
would receive ~redit for purchase,
through the credit cards, of benefits like day care centers, health
clinic s~rvices, legal advice, and
rent subsidies.

Proposals
William Weismantel, associate
professor of architecture at
UNM, has proposed in the Harvard Law Review that building
department clerks in U.S. cities
be replaced by architects or city
planners.
He said that the change would
help a building permit applicant
who proposes innovations.

DALE CARNEGIE • FOUNDER®

The
Demo.nstration Meeting
of the
Dale Carnegie-Course
• An Amazing Memory
Demonstration

• How to develop. More Poise and
Self-Confidence
• How to Get Along Better with
People
• How It~» Speak Effectively to

•

There's a lot of talk these days about
how fast a technical degree can
become obsolete.
But don't tell our senior·scientist
who received his 140th patent while
a half-dozen of our young engineers
and scientists were getting ready to
apply for their first.
In the interface of companies affiliated with Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey) people are not afraid of the
information explosion. They are part of it.
Our interface is a curious thing. It
brings together some of the best minds
in every engineering, scientific and
business discipline.
Creates challenges and insights
beyond those of a single company.

BILLIARDS ROOM
u

•

u

DOWNSTAIRS
DRAW BEER
3 Big
Pool

Tables

~

SCHLITZ ON TAP

(

courses listed could use some
more people, otherwise registration has been very successful."
He advises anyone who wants
further information to contact
the NMFU staff at 344-7921.

Makers af Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

It's where people don't become obsolete.

opening of their

.d

1:27 P.M.
New Mexico Savings and Loan
1420 Carlisle N.E.
For additional information Phone 268-4961 or 296-5325
·~ The Dale Carnegie Course is presented in New Mexico
;
by A. Le~ Straughan & Associates

cause the entire organism to
tighten up when goosed." First
meeting will be Friday, Feb. 21,
3 to 4 p.m. in the Union, room
231-B.
B a I i z e r commented, "'l'he

E.~~
-

announces the

.e£>

THURSDAY EVENING

• Mathematics and Western
Culture- Andy Schoene- Study
of the cultural and intellectual
forces which caused the rapid development of mathematics and
the role of math in shapingWestern Culture. Meetings on W ednesdays at 7;30 p.m. beginning Feb.
19, at 103 Columbia S.E., apartment N.
• Confrontation Politics: Theory and Practice-Larry Russell
-"Hopefully, we will be able to
select a vulnerable part of the
system's anatomy which w i 11

TRIANGLE LOUNGE

lndividuoi~ and_ Groups.
Bo1h Men and Women Invited
No Cost or Obligation ·

Free University

Plans New Class

LA PLANTE
GALLERY

Fully Competitive Income levels

Baldwin- Discussion of the best
stories and concepts such as: time
travel, parallel universes, galactic
empires, alien races, and the fat.e
of mankind. Meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 1:30-2:30 p.m.
beginning Tuesday, Feb. 18, at
the International Center, 1806
Las Lomas N.E.
e Archetypical Approach to
Beowolf, Ourselves-Dan Ashmen
- Purpose is to iind this world
and the next. Meet W cdnesdays
at 7:30p.m. beginning Feb. 19 in
the Union, room 231-A.

•

Art Department

3009 CENTRAL N .E.

Contact the Placement Office Immediately
U.S. Government Career Employment

*Liberal Vacations

i

Page&

Calculus. Science Fiction. Beowolf Open

Review Committee Meets
The Judicial Review Committee
of the Associated Students will
hold its first meeting today at 8
p.m. in room 250-B of the Union.
The committee is the result of
Bill 23 of the first session of the
Student Senate in 1968-69.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

(I

~EVE.R Too LATe
-UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
CLIFF'S NOTES!
OVER 175 TITLES

$1 EACH

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68501

I

< - • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _........

'""~··~·
~

.••• -

Forms an industry-campus interface
where visiting professors get capacity
audiences. And academic authorities
come for summer research. And learning
becomes a continuous process.
Like the continuous processes by
which we produce many of the world's
chemicals. And more eQergy than
anybody else to help America get where
she wants to go.
HUMBLE OIL & REFINING COMPANY
and other affiliates of
Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey)
Equal Opportunity Employers
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS
FEB. 19-20: ENGINEERING, SCIENCE;
FEB. 24·25: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DEGREE CANDIDATES

•
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In Johnson Gym Pool

Kayaking

a one-man, canoe-like boat that is
used to navigate primarily on
rivers and most c o m m o n 1y
thought of as used by hearty
Eskimo trappers in the north-

The unusual, to most UNM
students anyway, art of kayaldng
has finally arrived on the New
Mexico campus.
For the uninformed, a kayak is

$10.00

lnc:ludes Shirt, Suspenders,
Cummerbund, Handkerchief,
St!J<fs. Cufflinks, Tie,
Boutonniere.

COAT AND TROUSERS:

~:.\;!':,~:,::;••,.;,:: u~

$6.50

FIRST and GOLD-DOWNTOWN ALBUQUERQUE

10c BEER
( 12 oz. Draw)
Happy Hour
FRIDAY,. FEB. 21, 5 - 6 PM

OKIE JOE'S

la plante
qalleQy
(We're next to the Lobo Theater)

A good cry
cleanses the soul
After all is shed and
done. your soul may be
saved ... buJ your contacts
need help. They need lensine. LenSine is the one contact lens solution for complete contact care ... preparing,
cleansing, and soaking.
There was a time when you
needed two or more different lens
solutions to properly prepare and
maintain your contacts. No' more.
lensine, from The Murine Company, makes caring for contact
lenses as convenient as wearing
them. ,.
Just a drop or two of Lensine
coats and lubricates your lens.
This allows the lens to float more
freely in the eye, reducing tearful
irritation. Why? Because .Lensine

SP0 RTS

brought the small boat to regularly-scheduled Wednesday night
workouts in the Johnson Gym
pool.
UNM Kayak Team?
The purpose of the workouts is
"to get people good enough to go
into . river racing, and hopefully
. to eventually form a UNM team
good enough to enter regional
and national races," said David
Yeamans, spokesman for the
DENVER, Colo.-Westeru Athgroup.
letic Conference (WAC) basketA standard kayak is four met- ball players who strike game ofers long, 23.6 inches wide, and ficials or take overt action with
can range in weight from 22 lbs. that intent will be declared into 50 lbs. and more, depending on eligible for the remainder of the
its intended use. The lighter boats season, it was announced recently
are used for slalom racing, while by Commissioner Wiles Hallock.
the larger ones are referred to as
"I am putting our conference
"touring kayaks."
The UNM group spends its members on ~otice to this effect,"
Wednesday evenings from 9 :00 Hallock said, "because of my eonp.m. to 10:30 practicing on sla- cern that an incident such as that
lom racing with the English Gate. . which involved Olympian Spencer
Anyone interested in this fascin- Haywood Wednesday night in Tonating sport is welcome to come
and participate.

Editor.

Jo~oser

Players Who Bitch:
Don't, It's Not Nice

IT'S SIMPLY A STEAL TO RENT
A TUXEDO FROM SIMON'S AT
THESE PRICES!

COMPLETE OUTFIT:

UN M M~i~o LO

Comes t:o

BO

is a compatible, "isotonic" solution, very much like your eye's natural fluids.
Cleaning your contacts with
Lensine retards the build-up of
foreign deposits on the lenses.
And soaking your contacts in Lensine between wearing periods assures you of proper lens hygiene.
You get a free soaking-storage
case with individual lens compartments on the bottom of every bot·
tie of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated the
improper storage between wear-

ledo can be contagious, particularly in the pressurized climate of
our own tense title race.
"Up to this point in our season the intense rivalry between
extremely equally-balanced teams
has produced no player-official
fisticuffs and a minimum of physical conflict between players,
thanks to their own sense of
sportsmanship, the effect their actions have on their teams, and the
excellent coaehing which prevails
in the WAC.

Undefeated Girl Swimmers
To l-lost Invitational Meet

The undefeated UNM women's
swimming team will dive back
into the water this Saturday
morning in the UNM Women's
Invitational Swimming m e e t,
scheduled to get underway at
10:00 a.m. in the Johnson Gym
Pool.
The Lobo-ettes have won the
only competition they have participated in this season, taking
the NM State meet last December
over NMSU, Highlands, Western
NM, and NM Tech :from Socorro.
Coach Charlotte Piper of the
Lobo girls will send her mermaids
against Arizona, Arizona State,
Utah, Colorado State and Kearney State of Nebraska this Saturday.

Linda Bohne captains the Lobes, who have been invited to six
invitational meets across the midwest and west-but due to lack of
finances, they will only be able to
accept two of the invites.
They were forced to pass up the
National Intercollegiate meet held
in Michigan in December, but will
definitely compete in a dual at
BYU on February 8.
The coach and team will then
select one of the following four
meets in which to compete: at
UCLA, March 8; at Arizona,
March 15 or Apri119; at Kearney
State in Nebraska March 22; or
at Arizona State in Tempe on
March 29.
The public will be admitted free
to Saturday's Invitational.

ings permits the
growth of bacteria on
the lenses. This is a
sure cause of eye irritation and in some
cases can endanger
your vision. Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine because it's sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Lensine ... the sou/ution lor
complete contact lens care. Made
by the Murine Company, Inc.

not your
contacts

IF IT'S A REALISTIC CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
WITH INITIAL RESPONSIBLE ASSIGNMENTS, YOU'VE
FOUND IT!

jwML
OPENINGS FOR ENGINEERS

iJIJ

SHIP STRUCTURAL DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS DESIGN & EVALUATION • SHIPBOARD
MISSILE SYSTEMS EVALUATION • SHIP PROPULSION &
PIPING SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD VENTILATION
& AIR CONDIT!ONING SYSTEMS DESIGN • PRODUCTION
& FACIUTIES ENGINEERING

~~

EXCELLENT FEDERAL
SERVICE BENEFITS

Our brochures are now available in the Placement Office.
Sign up for an on-campus interview with our professional

_W
__
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In Arizona Relays

Intramural Basketball Schedules

UNM Tracksters Compete
Coach HU:_gh Hackett's track
team opens 1ts _1969 outdoor season Saturday mght when the Lobos enter ~he Arizona Relays in
Tempe,
UNM Ar1z.
·u · . h
.
Y""1 JOin ost Ar!zona
Sta.te, ~nzona, Northern Anzona
UnlVNersltMy, T~xasM-F;l PJaso: WCestern ew exico, esa umor 0 1lege, Phoenix College and Glendale Junior College.
Record-Holders Gone
Hackett will be competing
without several school record
holders. Gone are Jon Caffey who
cleared 16· 1 in the pole vault and
javelin thrower Ake Neilsson
(257-4lh), high jumper Phil Kastens (6-10) and 9.4 sprinter Rene
Matison.
Ervin Jaros is entered in the
shot put and discus throw. He
erased Larry Kennedy's 1964
school mark in the discus. He
heaved it 185-9 in the NCAA prelims last season. Jaros' best in
the shot outdoors was a 54-9*.
Also entered in the shot will be

Steve Keppers with a best of
50-5¥...
Six Relays
,
The meet will have six relay
event s an d an open 120 yard high
hurdles. Roosevelt Williams, who
ran a pair of 14.4s in the event in
1967, will be entered along with
newcomer Rich Edwards.
Hackett will enter Don Walton,
Ivery Moore, Tom Phillips, and
Edwards in the 440 relay with
Walton, Bjorn Jogi, Gil Perea,
and Head or Bill Cutshall in the
880.
The rest of UNM's entry list
includes:
Two mile relay-Dave Roberts,
Tomas Ericson, Monte Long, and
Bob Nanninga.
Shuttle hurdle relay: Phillips,
Mike Jones, Edwards, Williams.

Distance medley relay: Jones,
Roberts Web Loudat Chuck
Schuch '
'
Mile 'relay: Head, Ericson, Perea, Ph"ll'
1 Ips, J og1.·
J ave I in: Inge Lofving, Joe
Baker.
Pole vault: Joe Powdrell, Terry
A h f
s era t.
High jump: Alton Harlin
Long jump: Tom Phillips,
Charles, Steffes.
Triple jump: Steffes.

COUNTRY BARN

la plante
qalleRy

Fried Chicken Special
2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

better than a trip

to Old Mexico

r===========================================;

ONLY49c

TEA FOR TUTOR

Lobo Wrestlers

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Face BYU, Utah
Coach Ron Jacobsen's wrestling
squad returns home this Saturday with dual meets against WAC
competition.
The Lobos will meet Brigham
Young, defending WAC champ,
Friday night at 8 p.m. Utah
comes to town Saturday for a 2
p.m. meet with UNM.
Two weeks ago, BYU became
the first team to defeat Oklahoma State in 16 years other than
the University of Oklahoma. OSU
has lost only 22 dual matches
since 1916 and 15 of those defeats came at the hands of OU.
Iowa State Common Foe
Both New Mexico and BYU
have faced Iowa State this year
and both have lost. Iowa State
beat BYU 22-10 and dropped the
Lobos 24-3. Utah threw a scare
into BYU but fell 15-14.
New Mexico should be strengthened for this week's meetings
as Dale Scott (152), winner of his
division in the New Mexico Invitational, and heavyweight Roger
Brown will be back in action.
Neither made the trip to the Arizona State Invitational because
of injuries. "With Scott and
Brown we might have won the
tournament," Jacobsen said.
Griego Hot
Rudy Griego, UNM's 137-pound
entry, is currently riding a six
match win streak after winning
his division in both the New
Mexico and Sun Devil Invitationala. He is 10-5 for the season.
Defending WAC champion Rick
Ortega (167) finished second in
Tempe and is 11-4-J. for the season, while 160-pound George
Fredericks, who captured third
place at ASU, is 7-9.
Season record:
UNM
OPP
3 Colo. State College
26
17 Colorado Mines
13
30 New Mexico State
2
21 Northern Arizona
9
10 Arizona State
25
8 Wyoming
22
24
3 Iowa State
8 Minnesota
22
9 Mankato State
20
13 Colorado State Univ.
19
3rd New Mexico Invitational
5th Sun Devil Invitational

WHAT'S YOUR HANG-UP?
ARE YOU THE EFFECT OF

IT?
WILL IT GET WORSE?
IS A CHANGE NEEDED?
DO YOU WANT TO
IMPROVE?
Improve through the
application of

employment representative today!

Scientology data.

Scientology Works.

vs. Amateur Champs; Ct. 3: Law
School I vs. Apollo and Friends;
Ct. 4: Tops vs. Sports.
9:00 p.m. Ct. 1. Chiricahua vs.
Mendoza; Ct. 2; Pueblo "A" vs.
Aztec; Ct. 3: Escalante vs. Mescalero "B"; Ct. 4: Navajo vs.
Yaqui.
10:00 p.m. Ct. 1: Mossman vs.
Tewa; Ct. 2: Pueblo "B" vs.
Acoma.

Intramural basketball gets underway tonight with the schedule
for games as follows:
7:00 p.m. Ct. 1: Reserved for
AFROTC; Ct. 2·: Hour Gang vs.
Wee Five; Ct. 3: Engineers vs.
The New Left; Ct. 4: Students
for Democratic Basketball vs.
Court Jesters.
8:00 p.m. Ct. 1: reserved for
AFROTC; Ct. 2: Law School III

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

Sign Up In Room 251 Of The SUB

Have your day
in the
butcher's market.
Then check with the man from LTV Aerospace.

to total work force is exceptionally
high. Which adds up to a pretty good
spot for you to be in - as an engineer,
and as a man.
So, after you've been weighed and
measured, inspected and all but dissected- try to stay in one piece won't
you? We'd like to talk to the whole man.

As a man, you've got ideas and ambitions
and values that won't show up.on anybody's
version of the butcher's chart. You know it
and we know it.
As an engineer, you want something
more than your daily bread. And we know

that, too.
At LTV Aerospace Corporation, we
have something pretty special to offer
you- as a man, as an engineer.
We've got scope. Engineering scope

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 28

that can take you from the bottom of
the ocean to theouter reaches of

space. Opportunity scope that extends
Schedule an interview with our representa~
tive or write: College Relations Office,
LlV Aerospace Corporation, P;O.

to the top levels of management.
Rgure it out. Ltv Aerospace ls one
. ofthe fastest growing companies in
. America, andwhatwe grow()n ls ~ngb
: }leering. s~rer~gth. Our t'atio qt.enQineers

Box 5907, Dallas•. rexas 75222.
An equal opportunity ernployet, 1

· For free information

contatt

r
'

Scientology AlbuqOJcrque
613 San Mateo NE. 256-0880

3
•

:I)
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Destroy Computers, Set Fires

J.

WANT ADS
EMPLOYMEN'r
WORK for the University c! New Mexico
Student Publicationo busin""' staff. Opportunity include:s copy-writing, ad~·ing mnke-up. and sales~ Hours easil rid;iusted to fit studies schedule. Comm • qna
available. Check with the business stnll',
Journalism Bldg., Room 159 or cnll 2774002.
FOR SALE
1959 PORCHE 1600S; coup; AM-FM; radials; rebuilt engine; clean; $1150 or offer;
255-4256 after 8 p.m.
PERSONALS
NEEDED : 3 girls to share holl1!e, near
UNM. Call 265-4986.
ARTlSTS AND WRITERS. THUNDER·
BmD needs your work. Deadline Feb. 28.
Bring to rm. 158, J onrnalism Bldg. Stnll'
al110 needed.

,,,,

immediately and fought an hour's smoke and rushed to the hospital.
pitched battle against fire hoses
Dozens Retch
and barricades.
The s~udents, ringed by fire,
Students Set Fire
stayed in a back· room near an
They finally drove the students open window. Out in the corriback to the computer center, and dors, newsmen and other stuwhen Montreal's riot squad mov- dents fled the area to get away
ed in for the kill, the occupiers from the smoke, unendurable
set fire to the barricades and took even two floors away. Dozens
axes to the computers.
retched in nausea.
They tossed IBM cards, printThe police seized 79 and kept
outs, papers, research documents , them lined up against a wall for
-anything they could find-out two hours as they put ·out fires
the windows. These were followed and awaited instructions.
by typewriters, portable computOnly a few of the occupiers
ters, and adding machines. Nine managed to evade arrest. (The
floors down, the city streets, cor- number of students in the builddoned off by police were thick ing at the time of the bust was
with paper.
only 150; the ranks were down
Flames shot out 15 feet and from the usual 400 because the
the police drew back. The blaze students thought victory was
was visible £or three city blocks. close and were planning to celeThick black smoke filled the cor- brate Tuesday.)
ridors and at least five policemen
Rioters Charged
and firemen were overcome with
The university will press
charges against all 79. One official said, "We'll hit them with
every possible criminal charge."
The students have been charged with conspiracy, arson, and

JIUblic mischief. Arson alone carries a maximum se·ntence of life
imprisonment and a minimum of
seven years.

CALLING U

Wednesday, Feb. 19
SDS meeting; plan what to do about
Dow Chemical Co. recruitment scheduled
for Feb. 27-28, 8 p.m. Room 129, Union.
"Mrm About Campus" interview with
Frank Manclnni, Ski Club; on KUNM nt
2:20 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Plncement interviews; Roswell board of
education; Pla<:ement Cl!!lter.
Sandia Grotto; NSS Slide Show; 7:30
p.m. 231 C-L Union.
•I
Thursday, Feb. 20
Women•s Rights Forum; Kiva.
• La Societe du Cinema, uRules of the
Game," Union Theater, 8 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 21
"Man About Campus' interview with
Robert Sniedcr, KUNM; on KUNM at
2 :20 p.m. nnd 9 :40 p.m.
Dance; Unidn Ballroom; 8-11 p.m.; Big
Berthn is Plnying; admission 75 cets.
Movie, 41 Persona.:u Union Thearer; 7 and
10 p.m.; admission 50 cents.
Saturday, Feb. 22
UNM Chamber Orchestra. verformance;
8:11J v.m.; Fine Arts Recital HalL
Faculty Women's Club bridge benefit
for needy students; Union Ballroom; 1:30
p,m.
Chilni Community Center benefit dance;
Newman Center; 8 p,in.
Movie, '*Dlow..Up;" Union Theater; 7
and 10 p.m.; admission 50 cents.
SundaY, Feb. 23
UNM NROTC Clippers; spring rt1Bh
party from 2-4 p.m.: all interested women
ttnden:rnduetes nt UNM are invited to
attend.
Movie, ;'Biow..Up:" Union Theater; 6
and 9 p.m.; admission 60 cent-B.
Monday, Feb. 24
"Man About CamvU!I interview 'With
Paula Fielding, Town Club; on KUNM at
2:20 v.m. and 9 :40 p.m.
·
Broadway vlay ''The Apple Tree"·; Pope-;iw Hall; 8 :15 v.m.
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The damage: at least $1 million
worth of computers. The center
itself won't be functional again
until next October.

Specials on
Costume Jewelry
We feature
Natural \o\Tondcr by Rcvlon

EUROPE
$275 ..-.. t.. FKOM. iHE Vwi:ST COASTI
66 flights from which to choose
$215 r.t. FROM THE EAST COASTI
3 flights from which to choose
' '
Also Oigh!s to Israel & Japan, Bights within Europe, stodent tours & additional
services.

Fun things from
OldMexico
3009 Central N.E.

Campus Rep. Terry Sutherland
Box 132, N.M.H.U.
Los Vegas, N.M. 87701

U)~U., I ~ET MY Aflr DCCtRee

-rt-11S SEMESTe~. WHAT CA.O
CONOCO OF~ ME'?
I

cD

Placement interviews, Pomona, CaUl••

unified school district; Placement Cl!!lter.

SERVICES
INEXPENSlYE - but TOP QUALITY
TYPING by maternalized Execntlve
Secretary. Cnmp113 Delivery possible.
265-6129.
TYPING-Reaaon,.hle-Call Mary Ann344-8767.
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE wanbs
bab>'l!itting in my home. Time oven.
UNM Homing, 1920 LomM NE No. 17,
or call 247-4555 after 5.
FOR RENT
NEED ROOMATES: Free furnished room.
321 Wyoming SE. Call 268-3393 after
5:30 p.m.

The College Inn
BarberShop
Razor Cuts
Minimum Rates
onAfiWork ·

•
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Yourfac8lw
advisor asl<s you
for advice?

Seeking Graduates all degrees
E:NGINEERING

AJ

~ SCIENTIAC
BUSINESS

Contil)ental Oil Company
toi')'Outownthlnk Drink Mug, Stnd 75C andyournilmi!' and addres$ t'ot
Thflllnl~rnat,onafCoHet

COAL I CHEMICALS I I'WIT FOODS I PETROLEUM I NUClEAR
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPUlYER
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See your
placement
officer.
Recruiting
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Bill to Prevent
Forceful Sit-1 n
Goes to Senate

Sit-in demonstrations at New Mexico schools will be illegal
if a bill now pending in the State Senate becomes law. The
bill has passed all other hurdles and must only be adopted by
the Senate.
The bill passed the State House of Representatives last
Wednesday by a vote of 62-0 and is now pending before the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
The bill was introduced by William O'Donnell, a freshman
legislator from Dona Ana county. O'Donnell served as academic vice-president at New Mexico State University
(NMSU) until his retirement last year to enter politics.
"These kinds of things have been happening at a number
of universities in this country and in foreign lands," O'Don:
nell told The Lobo last night. He said he couldn't say if there
were signs of imminent campus occupations as "they could
happen at any time."
He said he thought the bill's intent was to prevent campus
disruptions like those at San Francisco State College and
University of Wisconsin. "New Mexico universities have
~terling reputations," he said, "and we don't want them
besmirched."
Senator Ike Smalley, chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, said there was some informal discussion of the
hill yesterday in the committee, but no final action was
taken.
Smalley refused to say if he saw any signs on any New
Mexico campus that would indicate a need for such a bill.
"I never state my opinion until the committee has considered
the bill," he said.
The possibility of seizures of campus facilities by students
in New Mexico would be lessened if his bill is passed, O'Donnell said. "No right-thinking student would want a record
with the police. I know students about as well as anyone in
New Mexico," he said. He :laid he had a tremendous respect
for students.
O'Donnell said that if a campus seizure occurred, "it will
probably come where we least expect it." Students at NMSU
had impressed him during his years there as a ''fine group
of students, working toward degrees and professional lives,"
he said.
A similar bill introduced in the Senate by Sen. Dan
Schauer, unlike O'Donnell's which applies only to schools,
would outlaw "illegal use" of all public facilities. O'Donnell
said he was having consideration of his own bill held up
while an attempt was made to combine the two. "But I don't
think it will be possible," he told The Lobo.
O'Donnell said the idea for the bill comes from a po'licy in
effect at NMSU forbidding sit-ins by students on the campus. "This bill will extend that policy to the rest of the
state,'' he said.
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Lobo photo by Tony Louderlxmgh

Malcolm X Day

Joe Long (center), Black Student Union (BSU), nrged passage of
a resolution to proclaim February 21 Malcolm X Day at UNM. Long
and SDS members appeared in Senate last night.

In Dines' Speech

Draft Counsel Praised
ASUNM President Jim. Dines
last night called the draft counseling program one of the major
accomplishments of student government during first semester.
Dines, in his state of the campus address to Senate said,
"UNM is one of the few universities that has a nonsubversive
draft counselor.'' He added that
Charles Daniels, UNM draft
counselor, is now on a trial basis
and will need a new allocation in
order to continue his services.
The leadership-scholarship program, Dines said, is advancing
with "amazing speed."
"At present the program will
offer fifteen $1000 scholarships to
various high school student leaders," Dines said.
Dines called the Free University
a "novel program" and "education
in the real sense." He said, "This
is a fine opportunity for students,
faculty or Albuquerque residents
to have a meaningful exchange o£
ideas."
"The teacher evaluation program was a feather in the cap o£
student government for first se-

mester," said Dines. He also
praised KUNM for its programming and publicity, and the student lobby for its work.
Vice-President Ron Curry presented a list of proposals for second semester in his joint state of
the campus address.
• L.U.V. - Campus chairman
Larry Schuster plans to organize
students to hold rallies, write letters to congressmen, and mobilize
student government resources to
publicize and encourage students
to participate in lowering the voting age.
• Dead Week-Students should
be allowed a week of preparation
for the "farcical milieu of final
examinations," said Curry.
• Public Relations - Local
television stations will be contacted in order to set up regular
programs of discussion so the
public will not think that our
students are a "bunch of long-

haired degenerates," said Curry.
• Minority Curricula - Curry
said, "We must not shy away
from setting up black courses in
our curricula."
1..,.
• Student Facuity Association
-Fireside chats with discussion
among faculty and students.
e Credit for Student Government Positions - "Other schools
have allowed this program," said
Curry, "and I can see no reason
for not having some academic
credit for some student government officials, i.e., president and
vice-president."
• Education - Elimination of
compulsory class attendence and
one-way lecturing.
Joe Long, a member of the
Black Student Union (BSU) addressed the Senate requesting
passage of a resolution making
February 21 perpetually Malcolm
X day at UNM. The resolution
passed unanimously.
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New Judicial Board
Reviews Procedures
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Students Riot at Canadian U rl:iversity
By ELL Y ALBOIM
MON'fREAL, Que be c (CUPCPS)-A two-week-old occupation
at Sir George Williams University ended violently Feb. 11 after
police arrested 79 students, blacks
and whites, in the school's computer center.
The arrests and clearance o£
the center took over ten hours and
before the process ended, the occupiers had smashed over a million dollars' worth o£ computers,
set fire to the ninth floor of the
school's Hall Building and destroyed a complete set of ;the
school's academic records.
'
The occupation began two weel}s
ago after students, primarily
black, gave up on a hearing committee investigating charges o£
racism laid against a biology professor by six blacks some months
ago.
Seize Center
They took over the computer
center and five days later were
backed up by another 20a whites
who seized the school's faculty
club.
'
Over the weekend, it appeared
as if agreement might be .reached
in the dispute. But the plan,
which would have ended I the occupation, was rejected early Tuesday morning by the facultY, who
favored a more militant stand toward the occupation.
Shortly after the facul 's decision was announced, th\l students seized the Hall Building
{which houses the computer center on its ninth floor) and barricaded all entrances, exits, and escalators. The police were cklled
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Judicial Review Board

Members of the Judicial Review Board are (From left, seated at
table), Ernie Romti'o, Dana Jones, Vivian Bandoni, Barbara Benton,
Uill Pickens, Mannie Wright, Carol McCullah, Phil Clark, and Les
Bowles. Seated but not shown is Tom Greenhut.

The newly formed Judicial Review Board met last night to discuss a review o£ all UNM judicial
boards.
Bill Pickens, head o£ the board,
explained that the board had been
established by Senate Bill No. 28,
to review existing boards, and
recommend changes in order to
form a more uniform system
within the University community.
Pickens said that the committee had "the perfect opportunity
to change things," and he urged
the 10 membe:rs of the group to
speak out with no hesitation.
Vivian Bandoni, chairman of
Associated Women Students
(AWS) Judicial Board, gave a
resume of the A WS systems, emphasizing the dormitory system
o£ regulations.
"We interpret the laws AWS
makes," said Miss Bandoni. She
said the judiciai board is not a
punitive board, but an appeals
board which can recommend probation or dismissal from the dormitory.

Tom Greenhut, a member of
the Student Standards Committee,
reviewed judicial procedures in
the men's residence halls,. as well
as the procedures foiiowed by
Student Standards.
Student Standards, he said.
"handles all matters of discipline
except those relating to Radio
Board or Publications Board." ,'0..~ .; ". ·
Phil Clark, an associate justice·
of the Student Court, reviewed the
functions and limitations of the
court. Pickens said that the court
has an "almost unlimited ability
for power."
Pickens tabled several suggestions until afte:r the next meeting,
because the review of all judicial
boards on campus had not been
completed.
The next meeting, tentatively
scheduled for the evening of
:r,rarch 2, will include reviews of
Radio and Publications Board.
Pickens also stated that the deans
of men and women will be invited
to attend the meeting.

